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Welcome to our Tobacco Products and Smoking 
Accessories 2023 product brochure. 

We hope that this product brochure helps you discover more information about 
our products, and most of all we hope that you find it useful in your everyday 
dealings with your customers.

You will find all the product information and images you need from the following 
categories: -

 

Machine Made Cigars   pages 3–9 

Pipe Tobaccos   pages 10–16  

Tobacco Bits and Chew Bags   pages 17–24

Cigar Books   pages 26–27

Spirits   pages 28–33  

Cigar Care   pages 34–37  

Cigar Cutters, Lighters, Ashtrays, Humidors   pages 25, 38–55

Rolling Papers, Torjet pages 56–59

 

You will also find all of our product information and images in the online Tor Trade Store at  
www.tor-imports.co.uk where you can order all of these products online. 

We thank you for your continued support and please do not hesitate to contact us should you  
require more information. 

 
Yours  

 

 

Scott Vines 

Managing Director
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Backwoods cigars have been a huge hit since they were first launched in the USA in 1981. They are machine 
made using 100% premium natural tobacco and are famous for their distinctive rustic appearance. ‘Wild & 
Mild’ they have a tapered body with a frayed end and unfinished head. The rustically designed airtight foil 

pouch locks in the moisture and maintains their aroma.

Product Length (inches) Gauge Pieces per unit

Backwoods 
Authentic 4 1/2    32   8 x 5’s 
Blue    4 1/2    32   8 x 5’s 
Caribe    4 1/2    32   8 x 5’s 
Purple    4 1/2    32   8 x 5’s

Satisfying taste and 
sweet aroma by 

the combination of 
selected filler tobaccos 
and a 12 month aged 
broadleaf wrapper

Smooth vanilla flavour 
enhances the taste and 
aroma of the world’s 
number one selling  

all natural  
tobacco cigar

Smooth flavour with 
some Caribbean rum 

aroma

Combination of honey and 
berry for a delightful taste 

and aroma
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Since purchasing the Charatan brand from British American Tobacco in 2018, we have launched 
new Charatan handmade cigars and a whole range of Charatan Pipe Tobaccos.

In 2020 we added to the family with a range of Charatan Machine Made cigars produced for 
us by J Cortes in Belgium, in outers of 5 packs of 5 cigars at very affordable prices.

Following the success of our small packs we introduced Charatan Machine Made cigars in boxes 
in 6 different vitolas that will allow you to display on the countertop for impulse purchases.

Product Length (inches) Gauge Pieces per unit

Charatan  
Mini Cigarillo 31/2  20 50
Wilde Cigarillo 4 23 50
Senorita 4 30 50
Senorita 4 30 5 x 5’s
Wilde Senorita 43/4 32 50
Wilde Senorita 43/4 32 5 x 5’s
Petit Corona 41/2 40 50
Corona 5 40 25
Corona 5 40 5 x 5’s
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Product Length (inches) Gauge Pieces per unit

Dutch Own Label   
Mini Cigarillos   3 1/2    20   50 
Long Brasil Cigarillos   4    23   25 
Wilde Cigarillos   4    23   50 
Senoritas   4    30   50 
Brasil Senoritas    4    30   25 
Wilde Senoritas   4 3/4    32   50 
Petit Corona   4 1/2    40   50 
Corona    5    40   25

Dutch Dutch Own LabelOwn Label
Dutch Own Label are manufactured for us by J Cortes and a proven best seller. These 

cigars give you the retailer, the opportunity to add your own cigar branding to the box and 
create your very own private label cigar, exclusive to your store.
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Acid Krush Classic Blue Connecticut & Classic Morado Maduro 
The ACID smoking experience is like no other. Each blend holds new explorations in tobacco curing and blending 

that are the closest guarded secrets in the industry. For the past 10 years, legions of you have sought out ACID cigars 
in the far corners of the world to satisfy your craving for something truly one-of-a-kind, unique and inspiring. Offered 

in two different infusion and wrapper varieties, these are the perfect short smoke for the ACID fan. 

Product Length (inches) Gauge Pieces per unit

4x32 Collection  
Acid Krush Classic Blue Connecticut  4     32  5 x 10’s 
Acid Krush Classic Morado Maduro    4    32  5 x 10’s 
Tabak Especial Oscuro   4    32  5 x 10’s  
Liga Privada No9 Coronet    4    32  5 x 10’s  
Liga Privada T52 Coronet    4    32  5 x 10’s  
Undercrown Maduro Coronet   4    32  5 x 10’s  
Undercrown Shade Coronet   4    32  5 x 10’s 
Deadwood SJ   4    32  5 x 10’s
Kentucky Fire Cured Ponies  4    32  5 x 10’s

Now you can take Drew Estate with you wherever you go!

The Drew Estate 4 x 32 Tin Collection offers a range of the most popular Drew Estate cigars in a quick smoke size. 

From the Wynwood Safehouse, Jonathan Drew, President, Founder and Chief Marketing Officer of Drew Estate, 
notes, “The Drew Estate 4 x 32 Tin Collection was designed to transcend the entire DE brand portfolio into the 

quick and easy, fast smoke space.”

Deadwood SJ
Deadwood are wrapped in a maduro wrapper and 
are blended with aromatic and exotic tobaccos that 
bring out the natural sweetness of the cigars.

Kentucky Fire Cured Ponies
Wrapper: San Andres Negro 
Binder: Ecuadorian Connecticut Shade 
Filler: Brazilian Mata Fina, Nicaragua 
Strength: Medium to Full
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Liga Privada No 9 Coronet 
Wrapper: Connecticut Broadleaf #1 Darks  
Binder: Plantation Grown Brazilian Mata  Fina  
Filler: Selected Honduran & Nicaraguan Cuban Seed  
Strength: Full  

Liga Privada T52 Coronet 
Wrapper: Connecticut River Valley Stalk Cut & Cured  
Sun Grown Habano  
Binder: Plantation Grown Brazilian Mata Fina  
Filler: Honduran & Nicaraguan   
Strength: Full  

Undercrown Maduro Coronet  
Wrapper: Otapan Negro Ultimo Corte  
Binder: T52 Connecticut River Valley Stalk Cut  
& Cured Habano   
Filler: Brazillian Mata Fina, Nicaraguan Cuban Seed 
Strength: Medium Full  

Undercrown Shade Coronet  
Wrapper: Ecuadorian Connecticut  
Binder: Sumatran   
Filler: Dominican Criollo 98, Nicaraguan Criollo and Corojo  
Strength: Mild to Medium  

Tabak Especial Oscuro 
Drew Estate has taken the art of blending coffee and 

cigars to new heights. Slowly infusing rich tobaccos with 
the finest estate grown coffees from the fertile mountains 
of Nicaragua they have created a smoking experience 

that is pure tobacco velvet upon the palate with the perfect 
nuance of luscious espresso. 
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Since 1926, at one point the best selling cigar worldwide, our irresistible blend of premium tobaccos and 
enticing aroma create a perfectly royal cigar. Soon after assuming the throne, King Edward VII struck down 

Queen Victoria’s ban on smoking at court with the now-immortal words, “Gentlemen, you may smoke.”  
Named in his honour, King Edward VII cigars have earned a place in cigar history,

Settle for nothing less.

Product Length  (inches) Gauge Pieces per unit

King Edward Specials  
Flavour: Medium 

Specials 4 1/4 28 10 x 5’s 

King Edward Tip Cigarillo   
Flavour: Medium 

Tip Cigarillo 5 28 10 x 5’s 

King Edward Imperial
Flavour: Mild 

Imperial 4 3/4 42 5 x 5’s
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Product Length  (inches) Gauge Pieces per unit

Principes Chicos
Red (Cherry) 4 1/2 30 6 x 5’s 
Brown (Chocolate) 4 1/2 30 6 x 5’s 
Original (Natural) 4 1/2 30 6 x 5’s 
Blond (Vanilla) 4 1/2 30 6 x 5’s

Principes Corona 
Red (Cherry) 5 38 6 x 5’s 
Brown (Chocolate) 5 38 6 x 5’s 
Caribbean (Rum) 5 38 6 x 5’s 
Blond (Vanilla) 5 38 6 x 5’s

Principes Chicos and Principes Corona are flavoured machine made cigars made by  
La Aurora, the oldest cigar maker in the Dominican Republic dating back to 1903. 

Available in 4 different flavours, each outer contains 6 packs of 5 cigars and each cigar is 
individually foil wrapped to retain the flavours and to keep the cigars fresh.
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Charatan First Bowl 50g 
Ideal as the first pipe of the early morning, arousing the palate for the 
further pleasures of the day. The First Bowl blend consists of a mixture 
of slow burning Oriental tobaccos and bright red Virginia leaves. The 
mixture is then pressed and lightly heated. To further enhance the blend, a 
touch of medium fired Latakia tobacco is added.

Flavour: 2  Strength: 3  Aroma: 3

Charatan Black Flake 50g 
This dark flake utilises Virginia and dark air cured Perique tobaccos to 
provide a full and balanced smoke. The prominent flavour notes are 
sweet tobacco and dried fruit.

Flavour: 4  Strength: 3  Aroma: 4

In 1863 Frederick Charatan, opened a shop in Mansell Street, London where he began to 
carve Meerschaum pipes. These got very popular very quickly and Charatan moved to a 
bigger workshop in Prescot Street. Here he began to make the briar pipes that made the 

name Charatan world famous. On the retirement of his father in 1910 Reuben Charatan took 
over the family business and the business was wholly owned by the Charatan family until 

1960, when it was purchased by Dunhill Tobacco of London (BAT).

Tor purchased the brand name in 2017 from BAT and set about launching a new range of 
quality Pipe Tobacco blends in December 2018 for the British Market.

Since its launch, Charatan has been very well received by the UK Pipe Smoking Community 
and is now a permanent part of their staple diet, resulting in increased sales year on year for 

the Specialist Retailer.

Such has been the interest in the blends and the Charatan story from around the world, 
Charatan Pipe Tobacco can now be found on sale in 10 countries.
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Ratings 1–5 (Low to High)
Pipe Tobacco

Charatan Flake 50g 
A traditional flake cut tobacco comprising of the highest quality 
Virginia leaves carefully balanced with bronzed and heavy-bodied 
Virginias. Finished with a special flavour providing a delicate  
spice aroma. 

Flavour: 4  Strength: 3  Aroma: 2

Charatan Victorian Mixture 50g 
This blend has a distinctive flavourful blend of pressed, darkened 
tobaccos with Perique added for character. A rich flavoured blend 
of light and dark Virginia tobaccos with a touch of Louisiana Perique 
for added zest. This air cured, ribbon cut tobacco is medium to strong 
in strength. Victorian Mixture has a mild flavouring and a medium to 
full taste.

Flavour: 2  Strength: 4  Aroma: 3

Charatan No 10 Mixture 50g 
A classic example of a traditional London style mixture, with the skilful 
blending of Latakia with Virginia and Turkish leaf being of medium 
cut and strength. It has a pleasant aroma and a flavour which never 
seems to cloy.

Flavour: 2  Strength: 3  Aroma: 4

Charatan 1992 Mixture 50g 
This mixture is named 1992 to commemorate the inauguration year of 
Tor Imports. A selection of small Latakia leaves is used to impart the 
rich nutty flavour and aroma. Bright oriental leaf from Macedonia 
is added for roundness. To complete the blend, brown Cavendish 
tobacco, rich in natural oils and aroma is added. A delightful fragrant 
smoke for the more experienced pipe smoker. 

Flavour: 4  Strength: 3  Aroma: 3
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Charatan Royal Ensign Mixture 50g 
A traditional English mixture that sets the standard. The finest grades 
of Cyprus Latakia and Oriental tobacco from the Mediterranean are 
blended with flue-cured grades from East Carolina and Georgia and 
lightly toasted in dry drums to enhance the flavour. This provides a 
rich aromatic smoke.

Flavour: 3  Strength: 3  Aroma: 4

Charatan Eventide 50g 
 A traditional richer, more thoughtful mixture to smoke as a  
nightcap in the evening. A subtle blend of the best American leaf 
with Latakia and a small leafed Turkish matured by our blenders and 
specially processed for a slow lasting smoke. Perique is added to 
enhance the bouquet. 

Flavour: 4  Strength: 3  Aroma: 4

Charatan Curzon Mixture 50g 
Whilst Viceroy of India, Lord Curzon was responsible for the spectacular 
1903 Delhi Durbar celebrating the accession of Edward VII as Emperor of 
India. This name celebrates the heritage of this blend which is designed for 
the more experienced and mature pipe smoker and has a composition of 
Virginia, Latakia and Oriental. It has a well balanced smooth, dark brown 
smoke with floral and tannin tones. 

Flavour: 4  Strength: 4  Aroma: 4

Charatan Royal Escape Mixture 50g 
Truly, a high quality tobacco. Highest quality bronzed Virginia leaves 
are carefully conditioned and are added to rich, heavy-bodied 
Virginias, noted for their aroma. A unique flavour is added to the final 
blend to enhance the subtle and piquant aroma.  
This mixture is ideal for smoking when in company or amongst friends 
when sailing on your yacht.

Flavour: 3  Strength: 3  Aroma: 3
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Ratings 1–5 (Low to High)
Pipe Tobacco

Charatan Four Leaf 50g 
This blend is designed for the more experienced and ma ture pipe 
smoker. It has a composition of four different tobacco – Virginia, 
Latakia, Oriental and Cavendish. It has a pronounced smoke, 
delivering a robust taste for smoking later in the day, making it  
an ideal aperitif.

Flavour: 4  Strength: 5  Aroma: 4

Charatan FC1863 50g 
This blend pays tribute to Frederick Charatan who founded Charatan 
in 1863. Generally a full bodied, smooth, rich and balanced smoke, 
full of nice tannins, with a clear smoky base due to the premium 
quality of Latakia tobacco in this fine mixture. Overall taste notes are 
woody, smoky, tannin and spicy.

Flavour: 4  Strength: 4  Aroma: 4

Charatan Virginia Three Year Matured 50g 
Virginias which have been matured for three years are the base for 
this blend. A medium blend consisting of Red Virginia and Oriental 
Leaf, lightly flavoured with a mixed fruit essence.

Flavour: 3  Strength: 3  Aroma: 4

Charatan Rolls 50g 
The luxury tobacco composition that is prepared to produce these rolls 
of tobacco is based on high quality, carefully selected, ripe Virginia 
tobacco, finished with some traditional cured Perique and Cavendish 
tobacco. We have finished the roll with a ‘Cavendish Bull Eyes’ rather 
than spreading this unique tobacco throughout the mixture. This allows the 
pipe smoker to sprinkle and mix the tobacco to satisfy their own taste. 

Flavour: 2  Strength: 4  Aroma: 2
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Chieftain Blacksmiths Blend 50g 
This full-bodied mixture is carefully crafted for the experienced pipe 
smoker. In this artisanal blend, Virginia and Turkish tobaccos are 
harmonised with Latakia with a hint of Perique to create a taste that is rich, 
spicy and satisfying. 

Flavour: 2  Strength: 4  Aroma: 4

Chieftain Roberts Mixture 50g 
A mixture composed of only the finest Virginia, Maryland and Burley 
tobaccos, with a pinch of Latakia. The result is a noteworthy blend 
that is medium bodied, a perfect choice for these consummate 
gentleman.

Flavour: 2  Strength: 3  Aroma: 3

Launched at the beginning of 2020, ChieftainTM is a new name for the British Pipe Tobacco scene.

After months of testing and trial with the blending team at Kohlhasse and Kopp in Germany, we set out to 
develop traditional British Blends using only their highest quality of Pipe Tobaccos.

The names of each blend commemorate many historical roles of Scottish Heritage and adorned on each tin you 
will find a Lion Rampant to complement the Unicorn found on our sister brand, Charatan Pipe Tobaaco.

From the Blacksmiths Blend to commemorate the famous Scottish ‘Anvil Priests’ in Gretna Green, to Roberts 
Mixture celebrating two of Scotland’s most famous sons, Robert Bruce and Robert Burns.

Shipwrights Mixture is a nod to the world famous Clyde Shipbuilding in Glasgow, to Stormy Skye, an island so 
beautiful, unique and atmospheric to Lazy Day, a guilty pleasure that many of us long for.
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Ratings 1–5 (Low to High)
Pipe Tobacco

Chieftain Shipwrights Mixture 50g 
Imagine sailing on a calm water on a summer’s day, Shipwright’s 
Mixture is pleasantly smooth. A slightly nutty aromatic mixture, 
boasting flavours of maple, coconut and dark chocolate.

Flavour: 3  Strength: 2  Aroma: 3

Chieftain Lazy Day Mixture 50g 
This glorious mixture of Cavendish, Virginia and Carolina Burley  
is an indulgent guilty pleasure and carries an irresistible aroma  
of vanilla, mango and citrus.

Flavour: 4  Strength: 3  Aroma: 4

Chieftain Stormy Skye 50g 
Aged in whisky barrels, a blend of Virginia and Burley leaf mixed with 
a hint of Black Cavendish. A very smooth smoke, with a wonderful 
aroma of tropical fruits and hickory nuts. Perfect for a rainy day and 
a pint of IPA.

Flavour: 4  Strength: 3  Aroma: 4
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The Robert Lewis tobaccos (with the exception of the Tree Mixture) date from the 19th Century and 
are reminiscent of historic English blends, now long forgotten. These tobaccos have been enjoyed by 

generations of British pipe smokers who enjoy the traditional blends.

Robert Lewis 123 Mixture 50g 
An English style tobacco containing Latakia and double 
fermented Black Cavendish, rounded off with reddish Virginia 
and Oriental. A rich aroma.

Flavour: 3  Strength: 3  Aroma: 3

Robert Lewis Orcilla Mixture 50g 
An Oriental mixture with a solid, mature Virginia base. An 
excellent high quality, traditional blend, with the Virginia giving a 
nutty and sweet flavour.

Flavour: 2  Strength: 2  Aroma: 2

Robert Lewis Tree Mixture 50g 
A fine blend of Latakia, Virginia and Oriental tobacco.  
Spicy aromas make this a pleasant and fulfilling smoke.  
A smoothness often likened to Balkan Sobranie.

Flavour: 1  Strength: 4  Aroma: 3

Robert Lewis Wingfield Mixture 50g 
The red and golden Virginia tobacco has a natural sweetness that 
delivers a slightly fruity taste. A lightly aromatic smoke.

Flavour: 2  Strength: 3  Aroma: 2



Tobacco Bits
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The tobacco bit – a smokeless alternative!
Smokers often find themselves in places where they are not allowed to smoke, such as workplaces and 
restaurants, or in situations where they would like to respect the people around them. Oliver Twist are 
small, discreet tobacco bits in a variety of flavours. They have a natural nicotine content and are an 

alternative product to use where smoking is not permitted.

Product Pieces per unit

Oliver Twist Smokeless Tobacco Bits
Arctic 6
Black 6
Frosted  6
Original 6
Royal 6
Tropical 6

Arctic with a cool taste of  
menthol eucalyptus

Tropical with a taste of aniseedRoyal with a taste of English liquorice

Black with a taste of pure liquorice

Original with a distinctive  
smoked taste

Frosted with an intense flavour of 
spearmint and a ‘cooling’ effect
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On! white tobacco free nicotine mini pouches offer discreet and long lasting nicotine satisfaction. 
They are supplied in unique packs that are eye catching and easy to display, in outers of 5 tins with  

20 mini pouches per tin. They are available in 8 great flavours in 10 SKU’s.

Product Pieces per unit

On! Tobacco Free Chew Bags
Berry 3mg 5
Citrus 3mg 5
Coffee 3mg 5
Lemon Berry 3mg 5
Mint 3mg 5
Mint 6mg 5
Spearmint 3mg 5
Spearmint 6mg 5
Spicy Margarita 3mg 5
Sweet Mint 3mg 5  

Berry 3mg
The dry white portions deliver genuine berry taste 
as soon as they become slightly moist.

Nicotine Level: 3mg/g per pouch

Citrus 3mg
The fresh and invigorating citrus taste and 
nicotine are released as soon as the white, 
dry bags become a little moist.

Nicotine Level: 3mg/g per pouch

Coffee 3mg
A dry, white mini pouch with a clear and long-
lasting taste of coffee.

Nicotine Level: 3mg/g per pouch

Lemon Berry 3mg
The dry white portions have a fresh taste of 
lemon and sweet forest grown blueberries.

Nicotine Level: 3mg/g per pouch
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Mint 3mg

Nicotine Level: 3mg/g per pouch

A refreshing crisp mint taste with cooling effect nicotine delivery as soon as the white, 
dry bags become a little moist.

A sweet and fresh mini-nicotine portion, with the taste of green mint.

Mint 6mg

Nicotine Level: 6mg/g per pouch

Spearmint 3mg

Nicotine Level: 3mg/g per pouch

Spearmint 6mg

Nicotine Level: 6mg/g per pouch

Spicy Margarita 3mg
A dry, white portion with the fresh taste of lime 
in combination with hot chillies

Nicotine Level: 3mg/g per pouch

Sweet Mint 3mg
The dry white portions deliver an instant mint 
flavour smoothly combined with a full bodied 
sweetness.

Nicotine Level: 3mg/g per pouch
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Odens is one of the most popular chew bag brands in Sweden today. 

Founded in 2004, Oden produces their snus in their modern factories in Enkoping.  
The large selection of flavours and strengths means that there’s a strong chance that  

you will find something that suits your customers tastes.

Product Pieces per unit

Odens Chew Bags
Original  10 
Cold  10 
Cold Extreme White Dry     10 
Cold Extreme White Tight (Slim)    10 
Pure Wintergreen Extreme White Dry   10 
Doublemint Extreme White Dry    10 
Doublemint Extreme White Dry Tight (Slim)   10

Cold Portion 
Powerful but well rounded and flavourful chewing tobacco blend with 
clear and cooling flavours of real mint oils. Medium strong nicotine 
experience in moistened chewing portion bags. Fast and powerful 
flavour release. Regular size for the well known feeling behind  
your lip.

Nicotine Level: 9mg/g  Moisture: 50%

Original Portion
Well rounded and flavourful chewing tobacco blend with traditional 
and well rounded Swedish tobacco flavour. Medium strong nicotine 
experience in moistened chewing portion bags Fast and powerful 
flavour release. Regular size for that well known feeling behind  
your lip.

Nicotine Level: 9mg/g  Moisture: 50%
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Chew Bags

Cold Extreme White Dry Portion 
Powerful but well rounded and flavourful chewing tobacco blend with 
clear and cooling flavours of real mint oils. Extremely strong nicotine 
experience in unmoistened chewing portion bags and with lower tobacco 
moisture. Runs less and keeps its flavour longer. Regular size for that well 
known feeling behind your lip.

Nicotine Level: 22mg/g  Moisture: 25%

Double M Extreme White Dry 
Powerful but well rounded and flavourful chewing tobacco blend with 
clear and cooling flavours of mint-menthol. Extremely strong nicotine 
experience in unmoistened chewing portion bags. Runs even less than 
regular ‘White’ bags – and keeps the flavour even longer. Regular size 
for that well known feeling behind your lip.

Nicotine Level: 22mg/g  Moisture: 25%

Double M Extreme White Dry  Tight 
Powerful but well rounded and flavourful chewing tobacco blend with  
cooling flavours of mint menthol. Medium strong nicotine experience in 
unmoistened chewing portion bags and with lower tobacco moisture. Runs 
even less than regular ‘White’ bags—and keeps the flavour even longer. 
Slim bag format with a comfortable and discreet fit behind your lip.

Nicotine Level: 22mg/g  Moisture: 25%

Pure Wintergreen Extreme White Dry 
Powerful but well rounded and flavourful chewing tobacco blend with 
strong and cooling wintergreen flavour. Extremely strong nicotine 
experience in unmoistened chewing portion bags and with lower 
tobacco moisture. Runs even less than regular ‘White’ bags – and 
keeps the flavour even longer. Regular size for that well known feeling 
behind your lip.

Nicotine Level: 22mg/g  Tobacco Weight: 10g

Cold Extreme White Tight Portion
Powerful but well rounded and flavourful chewing tobacco blend with 
clear and cooling flavours of real mint oils. Extremely strong nicotine 
experience in unmoistened chewing portion bags. Runs less than 
regular ‘White’ bags – and keeps its flavour even longer. Slim bag 
format with a comfortable and discreet fit behind your lip.

Nicotine Level: 18mg/g  Tobacco Weight: 10g
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The Siberia -80 Degrees range are powerful chewing tobacco blends providing strong 
and very special mint/spearmint experience. Available in moistened and unmoistened 

bags, in both slim and regular formats.

Product Pieces per unit

Siberia -80 Degrees Chew Bags
White Dry (Red)  10 
White Dry Tight (Red Slim)     10 
White (Blue)  10 
White Tight (Blue Slim)     10 
Brown  10 
Brown Tight (Slim)  10  

-80 Degrees White Dry Tight Portion
Powerful chewing tobacco blend with a powerful and very special 
mint experience. Strongest nicotine experience on the market in 
unmoistened chewing portion bags and with lower tobacco moisture. 
Runs even less than regular ‘White’ bags – and keeps the flavour 
even longer. Slim bag format with a comfortable and discreet fit 
behind your lip.

Nicotine Level: 43mg/g  Tobacco Weight: 13g

-80 Degrees White Dry Portion
Powerful chewing tobacco blend providing a strong and very special 
mint/spearmint experience. Strongest nicotine experience on the 
market in unmoistened chewing portion bags and with lower tobacco 
moisture. Runs even less than regular ‘White’ bags – and keeps the 
flavour even longer. Regular size for that well known feeling behind 
your lip.

Nicotine Level: 43mg/g  Tobacco Weight: 13g
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Chew Bags

-80 Degrees Brown Tight Portion
Powerful chewing tobacco blend providing a strong and very special 
mint/spearmint experience. Strongest nicotine experience on the 
market in moistened chewing portion bags. Fast and powerful flavour 
release. Slim bag format with a comfortable and discreet fit behind 
your lip.

Nicotine Level: 43mg/g  Tobacco Weight: 20g

-80 Degrees Brown Portion
Powerful chewing tobacco blend providing a strong and very special 
mint/spearmint experience. Strongest nicotine experience on the 
market in moistened chewing portion bags. Fast and powerful flavour 
release. Regular size for that well known feeling behind your lip. 

Nicotine Level: 43mg/g  Tobacco Weight: 20g

-80 Degrees White Tight Portion 
Powerful chewing tobacco blend providing a strong and very special 
mint/spearmint experience. Extremely strong nicotine experience in 
unmoistened chewing portion bags. Runs less and keeps its flavour 
longer. Slim bag format with a comfortable and discreet fit behind 
your lip.

Nicotine Level: 43mg/g  Tobacco Weight: 15g

-80 Degrees White Portion
Powerful chewing tobacco blend providing a strong and very special 
mint/spearmint experience. Extremely strong nicotine experience 
in unmostened chewing portion bags with lower tobacco moisture. 
Runs less and keeps its flavour longer. Regular size for that well known 
feeling behind your lip.

Nicotine Level: 43mg/g  Tobacco Weight: 15g
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The White Fox range are white tobacco free pouches with fresh mint flavours. By being sufficiently 
loaded with nicotine and essential natural oils, White Fox are a pure, fast way to attain nicotine 

satisfaction. Experience in other markets has shown it is an easy switch for smokers and vapers alike. 
While the nicotine content is lower than traditional tobacco chew bags, the nicotine hit you get is 

twice as fast and feels twice as strong.

Product Pieces per unit

White Fox Tobacco Free Chew Bags
One Paw (Slim)  10 
Five Paw (Slim)  10 
Double Mint (Slim)     10 
Full Charge (Slim)  10 

Five Paw
White tobacco free pouch with a fresh mint flavour. Slim bag format with a 
comfortable and discreet fit behind your lip.

Nicotine Level: 12mg/g per pouch  Moisture: 25%

One Paw
White tobacco free pouch with a fresh mint flavour. Slim bag format with a 
comfortable and discreet fit behind your lip.

Nicotine Level: 6mg/g per pouch  Moisture: 25%

Full Charge
White tobacco free pouch with a strong and very special mint/spearmint flavour 
experience – with a familiar burn and cooling sensation. Slim bag format with a 
comfortable and discreet fit behind your lip.

Nicotine Level: 16.5mg/g per pouch  Moisture: 25%

Double Mint 
White tobacco free pouch with clear and cooling flavours of mint-menthol. Slim 
bag format with a comfortable and discreet fit behind your lip.

Nicotine Level: 12mg/g per pouch  Moisture: 25%
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Tinaja Humidor 
Cigar Jar with Humidor 
Measurements: 23 x 14cm 
Weight: 1937 grams

Chew Bags

El Solito 
Cigarette And Cigarillo Ashtray 
Measurements: 10 x 10 x 2cm 
Weight: 300 grams

El Secundo   NEW 

Double Cigar Ashtray 
Measurements: 18 x 9.5 x 4cm 
Weight: 525 grams 

El Maximo 
Ten Cigar Ashtray 
Measurements: 24.5 x 22.5 x 4cm 
Weight: 1410 grams

Havana Club Collection®

Hand made in France, the Havana Club Collection invites you to experience an adventure of 
sensations and imagination through objects that blend dreams and practicality. For 15 years the 
Havana Club Collection has delighted a multitude of cigar aficionados with practical objects, in 

zesty colours, directly inspired by the Cuban art of good living.

Product       
Havana Club Collection 
El Chico 
Egoista 
El Socio 
El Solito 
El Secundo   NEW 
El Duplo 
El Maximo  LIMITED PRODUCTION 
Tinaja Humidor 
Havana Car

For details of the full range please contact the sales office.

El Chico 
Cigarette And Cigarillo Ashtray 
Measurements: 13 x 9 x 3cm 
Weight: 310 grams

Egoista 
Single Cigar Ashtray 
Measurements: 17 x 11.5 x 4cm 
Weight: 550 grams

El Socio 
Double Cigar Ashtray 
Measurements: 24 x 16 x 4.5cm 
Weight: 880 grams

Havana Car 
Measurements:  
27 x 12 x 8cm 
Weight: 870 grams

El Duplo 
Double Cigar Ashtray 
Measurements: 17 x 17 x 3cm 
Weight: 985 grams 

Sm
oking Accessories
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A cigar book dedicated to Nicaraguan Cigars from Joya de Nicaragua,  
A.J. Fernandez, My Father Cigars, Drew Estate, Oliva and Padrón. 

“Cuba has the reputation but Nicaragua has the cigars. Experts know that Nicaragua’s advance as cigar 
country has been unstoppable for years. The Central American Country has a fabulous climate, fertile soil and 
– maybe most importantly – the right people to make great cigars. This book is not so much about cigars, but 

above all about (some) of the people who make them. 

Writers Marcel Langedijk and photographer Jesaja Hizkia immersed themselves in Estelí, Nicaragua, the cigar 
capital of the world and visited many legendary cigar makers. From classic companies like Padrón and Joya de 

Nicaragua to the ridiculously cool Drew Estate and relative newcomers like Espinosa Cigars.  
A breath taking account of the current No1 cigar country.” 

Cigaragua

Product Pieces per unit Pieces per master case

Cigaragua              1 book            8 books



Cigar Books
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Renowned author and cigar writer Nick Hammond is probably well known to you all; he’s been a columnist 
for Cigar Journal for many years, was the inaugural winner of the Spectator Cigar Writer of the Year 

Award back in 2013, pens cigar and luxury articles for publications around the world and has long been 
a supporter of the UK cigar trade in general. His new book charts a quarter century of his life as a roving 
reporter; a compendium of weird, wonderful, poignant and poetic stories which will amuse, entertain and 
inspire. As well as high-lighting a host of cigars from every corner of the cigarmaking globe, Hammond 

takes us on a breathless tour of some of the world’s most amazing people, places and perspectives. Ever 
wondered what it’s like to walk through a Bosnian minefield? Play tug of war with a Nile crocodile on the 

Limpopo River? Dive with Great White Sharks off South Africa, sail in a hot air balloon over Cognac or trek 
the rainforests of Borneo? These, and many more remarkable tales, are retold with tongue firmly in cheek 

and each and every story is trailed by the waft of fine cigar smoke. 

A must read for the cigar man or woman and a wonderful gift from a thoughtful friend or relative,  
Around The World In 80 Cigars – The Travels Of An Epicure is a beautifully presented, luxurious hardback 

journal, featuring stunning original black and white hand drawings from renowned artist Sam Bridge  
and silk ribbon page marker.  

Nick Hammond has pledged ten per cent of the profits from Around The World In 80 Cigars – The Travels 
Of An Epicure to Fe y Alegria in Nicaragua. Faith & Happiness, as it is translated, is a Christian charity 
working on behalf of underprivileged children. In Nicaragua’s cigar capital of Estelí, the charity runs a 

hugely important school giving local children – many of whom may not otherwise stay in education much 
beyond their 12th birthday – the opportunity to continue to study and build a better life for themselves and 

their families. Tor Imports has similarly agreed to donate £1 for every copy of Around The World In 80 
Cigars purchased back to Fe y Alegria.

Around the World in 80 Cigars

Product Pieces per unit Pieces per master case

Around the World in 80 Cigars          1 book         16 books
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Nick Hammond has personally blended Oriental Cigar Gin for luxury English label, Leggets, as part of a new 
series of collaborations which will bear the Leggets x Nick Hammond label. The spirit is believed to be the first 

ever gin specifically designed to accompany a fine cigar.

“If I’m honest, I’ve never had a lot of success pairing gin and cigars in the past, although I know a lot of cigar 
lovers often put the two together” said Hammond, “but it was nothing short of luck which brought me to a 
conversation with an eminent British gin distiller one day and it got me thinking. Since then we’ve worked 

painstakingly to create something really unique; something we feel does both cigar and gin justice, without one 
overpowering the other”.

While Hammond says the exact ingredients are a closely guarded secret, he does concede that the name 
Oriental came about in part because of certain spices used in the blend.

“I have some links with the East, not least because my mother was born in Darjeeling and I include a chapter 
on London’s Oriental Club in my last book’ he says ‘One of the Directors of Leggets is of Indian heritage too, 

so it seemed somehow natural that the gin eventually began to lean in that direction. I think it is the addition of 
Eastern spices—alongside the pairing back of Juniper, which I personally think ‘clangs’ quite badly with a cigar, 
and raising the percentage alcohol by volume – which lifts our gin into something utterly unique. You have to 

taste it to appreciate it”.

The next spirit to be crafted by Nick Hammond & Leggets, Oriental Rose Gin has been carefully blended to 
complement exquisite Asian cuisine.

Rose water is one of the great secret ingredients of Asian cooking: world-famous dishes like Biryani, for example, 
reach their dizzying peak of flavour with the judicious addition of rose water, itself a by-product of the ancient 

distillation of rose petals destined for the perfume trade. With this delightful, gentle, dry London Gin, you will find 
the merest hint of rose – in addition to subtle Asian spices.

Whether drunk neat, on the rocks, as part of a gin and tonic or in another cocktail, Leggets Oriental Rose Gin 
cools and refreshes the palate and enhances the splendid flavours of the Orient.

Oriental Gin

Product   Pieces per unit Pieces per master case 

Oriental Cigar Gin                              70cl           6 bottles

Oriental Rose Gin                              70cl           6 bottles
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Rum

Flor De Cana is naturally aged in small white bourbon barrels sealed with plantain leaves, producing a 
distinguished and elegant rum with tropical notes. This uninterrupted ageing process has been known for 

more than a decade as Slow-Aged™, contributing to the rum’s remarkable amber colour and rich flavour 
without the aid of accelerants, unnatural additives and with zero sugar content. Flor De Cana are proud to 

be the world’s first spirit to be Carbon Neutral and Fair Trade certified.

In Nicaragua’s tropical climate, Flor de Cana matures at a higher temperature and humidity level than is 
usually experienced by other spirits, such as whiskey and cognac. The barrelhouses in which Flor de Cana 
is aged have natural ventilation, allowing for exposure to the surrounding high volcanic temperatures and 

Nicaragua’s tropical humidity, resulting in a complex rum with a bold character beyond its age.  
The proximity to the San Cristobel volcano also plays a key role in the high evaporation rate of the rum, 

called “the Angels Share” which is the result of the high interaction between the barrel and the rum, 
contributing to Flor De Cana’s unique flavour.

Product   Pieces per unit Pieces per master case 

Ron Flor De Cana
4 Extra Seco Rum   70cl  6 Bottles
7 Gran Reserva Rum   70cl  6 Bottles
12 Centario Rum   70cl  6 Bottles
15 Eco Rum    70cl 6 Bottles 
18 Centario Rum   70cl  6 Bottles
25 Centario Rum   70cl  6 Bottles

2018 Best Rum Distillery     2017 Best Rum of the Year

2017
Gold Medal  

Winner

2017
Gold Medal  

Winner

2017
Double Gold  

Medal Winner

2017
Double Gold  

Medal Winner

AGED PRODUCT
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Fettercairn’s founder, Sir Alexander Ramsay was one of the Scottish landowners who campaigned 
to license Scotch Whisky distillation. In 1824 he was one of the first to apply for a license and the 

Fettercairn Distillery was opened. In 1973 Whyte & Mackay acquired the Fettercairn Distillery and it 
has remained with the company since. 

Fetttercairn is a pure spirit which is crafted by its unique stills and forged through temperature 
maturation. In the mid 1950s, the whisky makers at Fettercairn experimented, seeking ways to create 

a purer expression of their spirit. They found that pouring water down the still cooled the copper, 
increasing condensation inside so only the lightest vapours could rise for collection. They fashioned 

a copper tube around the top of the still to continually douse it with water – an ingenious and 
practical solution which remains unique in Scotch whisky making to this day.

Product   Pieces per unit Pieces per master case 

Fettercairn Single Malt Scotch Whisky
12 Year Old Whisky   70cl 6 Bottles 
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Embracing the pioneering spirit of Scotland’s first licensed distillers, The Glasgow Distillery Company adopts its 
name from one of Glasgow’s original distilleries. In 1770, The Glasgow Distillery Company was founded at 

Dundashill and remained active until consequent closure at the beginning of the 20th Century.

In 2014 The Glasgow Distillery Company re-opened becoming the first Single Malt Whisky Distillery in 
Glasgow for over 100 years. The Glasgow Distillery Company is re-establishing the metropolitan Scotch Malt 

Whisky tradition alongside the great whisky regions and bringing Glasgow Malt Whisky back to life!

Founders Liam Hughes, Mike Hayward and Ian McDougall, hope that the establishment of the first Glasgow 
Distillery heralds the start of a whole new age of distilling in Glasgow ...

Product   Pieces per unit Pieces per master case 

Glasgow Distillery
1770 Selection Gift Pack   3x5cl  n/a
Malt Riot Blended Whisky   50cl  6 Bottles
1770 Original Single Malt Whisky   50cl  6 Bottles
1770 Peated Single Malt Whisky   50cl  6 Bottles
1770 Triple Distilled Single Malt Whisky   50cl  6 Bottles 
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Jura whisky comes from a place of contrasts. A wild shoreline of craggy rocks battered by the open sea on one 
side, to secluded sandy bays with calm waters on the other. The nature of the island is reflected in the whisky and 

you will taste the difference in every drop.

The Isle of Jura is nestled off the West Coast of Scotland. Jura is only 60 miles from Glasgow as the crow flies, 
but 60 miles has never felt so far away. With one road, one pub, one distillery and one big whirlpool, Jura is as 

beautiful as it is remote – which explains why the deer outnumber the 200 strong population by  
a country mile. George Orwell even went so far as to name it “the most un-get-able place” while he wrote his 

classic novel 1984 there.

The original distillery has stood in its spot since 1810 but fell into ruin. In 1963, Jura decided to resurrect it and with 
it, helped to revive the local community. Ever since then they have been using their incredible tall stills to create a 

unique range of whiskies. And this range is what set them apart. You see, while some just do sweet and others only 
do smoky, Jura do both. It may not be traditional, but they have their own way of doing things. It also means there is 

sure to be something that takes your fancy.

Product   Pieces per unit Pieces per master case 

Jura Single Malt Scotch Whisky
Seven Wood Whisky   70cl  6 Bottles
Journey Whisky   70cl  6 Bottles
Aged 10 Years Whisky   70cl  6 Bottles
Aged 12 Years Whisky   70cl  6 Bottles
Aged 18 Years Whisky   70cl  6 Bottles 
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The saying ‘fortune favours the brave’ has never been truer than for Colin of Kintail. As a sign of gratitude for 
saving his life, King Alexander III awarded him the lands of Eilean Donan and the motto ‘Lucco Non Uro’ 
which translates to ‘I Shine, Not Burn’. But most importantly Colin of Kintail and his Mackenzie Clan were 

given the right to bear a 12 pointed Royal Stag as their crest. 

 In 1867 Andrew and Charles Mackenzie became the new owners of The Dalmore distillery, bringing with 
them not only the iconic 12 pointed Royal Stag emblem, which has adorned every bottle of The Dalmore 
since, but also a formidable desire for success. Their passion for recreating an even better whisky would 

fuel a whole new era for The Dalmore. 

For over 150 years, The Dalmore has set the standard in multicask maturation. Hand selected casks from 
the worlds finest bodegas and wineries are expertly curated to create a sumptuous and layered whisky of 

legendary finesse.

Product   Pieces per unit Pieces per master case 

The Dalmore Highland Single Malt Scotch Whisky
Port Wood Reserve     70cl  6 Bottles
Aged 12 Years Whisky   70cl  6 Bottles
Aged 15 Years Whisky   70cl  6 Bottles
Cigar Malt Reserve Whisky   70cl  6 Bottles
Aged 18 Years Whisky   70cl  6 Bottles
King Alexander III Whisky   70cl  6 Bottles
Aged 25 Years Whisky   70cl  6 Bottles 
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Boveda is the international standard for premium tobacco storage, trusted in the cigar packaging 
of the industry’s biggest brands. There are plenty of products that claim they are the same as 

Boveda, but there is only one 2-way humidity control device on the market. Boveda! 

The same precision technology used in the music, electronics, medical devices and food storage industry is 
available in a range of tobacco-related humidity levels to give you a number of zero-maintenance options to 

create the ideal ageing environment. Based on the humidor quality and preferred humidity level –  
49, 58, 62, 65, 69, 72, 75 and 84% (exclusively for seasoning) relative humidity levels are available. 

The life of any Boveda is based on how hard it has to work. It is recommended to use one Boveda to every  
25 cigars the humidor holds (even if it isn’t full of cigars), and they’ll last 2–3 months. And since Boveda will 

never humidify beyond the Relative Humidity that you’ve chosen, there’s no such thing as “too much” Boveda. 
More Boveda will work more efficiently and last longer, meaning you can never buy more than you need.

CIGAR JOURNAL 
Trophy Awards  

2021 Best Accessory
2020 Best Accessory
2019 Best Accessory
2017 Best Accessory
2015 Best Accessory

2-way Humidity Control 

 Boveda works on the scientific principle 
that certain salts mixed with water will 
naturally add or remove humidity as 

necessary to maintain a predetermined RH. 
Boveda invented and patented the method 
that makes this scientific principle portable 

and practical for packages and containers. 
Boveda is the only product on the market 
that adds or removes moisture as needed, 
to maintain precise relative humidity within 

a package or container.  

 Available in a range of RH levels 

The science behind Boveda allows us 
to create exact RH levels for the cigar 

smoker’s preference and ambient storage 
conditions: 

49, 58, 62, 65, 69, 72, 75 -  
For storing and aging cigars. 

84 - For humidor seasoning.
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Cigar Care

Cedar Holders 
Dimensions: 7.25" x 6" x 5/8".
An elegant way to house Boveda & replace OEM humidifiers. 
Included magnetic mounting kit. Holds 2 or 4 large 60g Boveda 
Packs. Available in side by side or stacked configurations.

Metal Holders 
Dimensions: 5.5" x 3.75" x 0.5/8". Dimensions: 5.5" x 3.75" x 
0.5". Includes magnetic mounting kit and Velcro mounting kit.
Holds 1 or 2 large Boveda packs. Available in 1 or 2 pack 
stacked configurations.

One Step Calibration Kit 
Dimensions: 4.5" x 9". 12 in an outer. Comes with a 75% 4g pack. 
Last approximately 1 year after opening. 4 year shelf life before 
opening. A simple and sure-fire method to accurately calibrate any 
digital or analogue hygrometer or humidity sensor.

Product       Pieces per unit 
Boveda 
Metal Holder - 1 pack / 2 pack  1
Cedar Holder - 2 pack / 4 pack  1
One Step Calibration Kit  12
49%, 58%, 62% 67g pack for long term storage  12
65%, 69%, 72%, 75% 60g pack for long term storage  12
69%, 72% 60g pack for long term storage  20
84% 60g seasoning pack  12
62%, 65%, 69%, 72%, 75%, 84% 320g pack  
for long term storage  6
320g Mounting plate  1
Humidipack 58%, 62%, 1g    1500
Humidipack 58%, 62%, 69%, 72%, 84% 8g  300
Humidipack 69%, 72%, 8g 100
1 Year Humidor Bags Small, Medium  12
1 Year Humidor Bags Large  6
50 Count Humidor Starter Kit   1
100 Count Humidor Starter Kit  1

1 Year Humidor Bags 
Dimensions: Small 4.5" x 9, Medium 8" x 11", Large 12" x 16". Sold in 69 RH. 
Small – Up to 5 cigars, Medium – Up to 15 cigars, Large – Up to 50 cigars or  
1-2 cigar boxes. Each Humidor Bag has a 2 year shelf life and a 12 month 
working life.
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84% 60g Seasoning Pack 
Outer dimensions: 5.5" x 4.5" x 3.75". Pack dimensions: 5.2" x 3.5". 
12-pack cube. Guaranteed to be the most safe and effective way 
to season wood humidors. Last 2-3 months. 2 years shelf life before 
opening. Extensive testing has shown that 2 weeks with 84% Boveda 
does not stress the wood and cause warping like other seasoning 
methods. Replace when pack begins to get rigid. 

67g Pack  
Outer dimensions: 5.5" x 4.5" x 3.75". Pack dimensions: 5.25" x 3.5". 
12 Pack cube. Sold in 49, 58, 62, RH these are ideal for long term 
storage and are for cigar ageing. Last 2–3 months. 2 year shelf life 
before opening. Can be mounted in cedar holders or placed directly 
on cigars. Replace when pack begins to get rigid.

60g Pack  
Outer dimensions: 5.5" x 4.5" x 3.75". Pack dimensions: 5.25" x 3.5". 
12-pack cube. Sold in 65, 69, 72 & 75 RH these are ideal for long 
term storage. 65% is ideal for cigar ageing. Last 2-3 months.  
2 year shelf life before opening. Can be mounted in cedar holders or 
placed directly on cigars. Replace when pack begins to get rigid.

320g Pack 
Dimensions: 6.75" x 5" x 0.82". Sold in 62, 65, 69, 72, 75, 84 RH. Can 
be used in small or large humidors. One pack lasts up to one year for a 
25 count humidor. 

320g Mounting Plate 
Dimensions: 6 3/8" x 4 x 5/8". One in an outer. Elegantly holds 
the Boveda 320g. Magnetic mounting kit included.

60g Pack Bulk Brick  
Outer dimensions: 5.5" x 6" x 3.5". Pack dimensions: 5.2" x 3.5". 20-pack bulk brick. 
Sold in 69 & 72. Lasts 2-3 months. 2 year shelf life before opening. Replace when pack 
begins to get rigid. 
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Cigar Care

8g Humidipack 
Dimensions: 2.75" x 2.5". 300 in a box. Sold in 58, 62, 69, 72 & 84. 
Store in a vacuum sealed tub at the register and merchandise without 
a humidor for up to 30 days. Ideal for: Roll Your Own, Pipe Tobacco, 
Desk Top & Travel Humidors, Make Your Own & Cigars. Replace 
when pack begins to get rigid.

8g Humidipack 
Dimensions: 4.12" x 2.65". 100 in a box. Sold in 69 & 72 RH. 
Individually wrapped in cellophane and merchandise without a 
humidor for up to 30 days. Ideal for: Roll Your Own, Pipe Tobacco, 
Desk Top & Travel Humidors, Make Your Own & Cigars.

1g Humidipack 
Dimensions: 1.6" x 1.6". 1500 in a box. Sold in 58 & 62 RH. 
Store in a vacuum sealed tub at the register and  
merchandise without a humidor for up to 30 days.

50 Count Humidor Starter Kit 
Dimensions: 9” x 9.5 Includes 2 x 84% RH 60g Boveda Packs for 
Seasoning, 2 x 72% RH 60g Boveda Packs for Maintenance. Everything 
you need to season and maintain your humidor for months. Comes with 
Step-by-Step instructions: Learn how to properly season a humidor and 
use Boveda to keep cigars fresh.

100 Count Humidor Starter Kit
Dimensions: 9” x 9.5 Includes 4 x 84% RH 60g Boveda Packs for 
Seasoning, 4 x 72% RH 60g Boveda Packs for Maintenance. Everything 
you need to season and maintain your humidor for months. Comes with 
Step-by-Step instructions: Learn how to properly season a humidor and 
use Boveda to keep cigars fresh.
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Made entirely in Thiers, France, the French capital of knifemaking. LE PETIT by LES FINES LAMES is a 
compact friction folder cigar pocket knife. Easy to carry and easy to use, this pocket size cigar cutter 

will easily cut cigars up to a 70 ring gauge. 

Available in a choice of finishes with a selection of complementary leather holders to allow your  
customer to select their own unique combination. 

 Each Le Petit Cigar Pocket Knife is offered with a limited LIFETIME warranty. 

CIGAR JOURNAL
Trophy Awards

2022   Best Accessory

Le Petit Anodized Series
To add colour to your shelves, we offer this new metallic series. Known to motorsports enthusiasts, these 
anodized aluminium finishes offer a beautiful brushed look. No corrosion, hyper resistant, these versions  

will satisfy the majority of your customers!

Le Petit Classic 
Blue

Le Petit Classic 
Red

Le Petit Classic 
Yellow
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Le Petit Classic 
Padauk Wood

The natural red. Strong and stiff, with exceptional  
stability, very unique reddish orange coloration that 

darkens over time.

Le Petit Classic 
Olive Wood

A timeless classic. A very hard Mediterranean  
wood, prized for its durability, colour and  

interesting grain patterns. 

Le Petit Classic 
Macassar Ebony

Back in black. A very durable, extremely  
high-density jet-black wood, with little to no  

variation or visible grain.

Le Petit Classic 
Kingswood

The French kings choice. This wood supposedly  
got its name from two French kings – Louis XIV  
and Louis XV – who preferred the wood in the  

use of fine furniture.

Le Petit Classic 
Acacia Burl

– A meaningful piece! This hardwood, rot proof  
shrub, is in many cultures a solar symbol of  

rebirth and immortality.

Le Petit Classic 
Gunstock Walnut

Elegance & tradition. Densest and heaviest of walnuts. 
The wood near the graft is often variegated in colour 

with marble like dark brown and tan swirls.

  NEW  

Sm
oking Accessories
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Le Petit Premium 
Carbon

High grade composite material used in the manufacture of 
supercars. Unsurpassed strength to weight ratio. 

Le Petit Premium 
Ziricote

The Islander wood. This rare wood is from the 
Caribbean and Central America. Sometimes referred to 

as ‘spider-webbing’ or ‘landscape’ grain figure.

Le Petit Brass Series 
Leaves

Le Petit Special Series – Brass
Les Fines Lames created fantastic designs to magnify brass handles.  

Eye-catching pieces for people who enjoy standing out.

Le Petit Brass Series 
Skulls

Le Petit Flag Series 
Cuba Light

Le Petit Flag Series – Cuba
Show your love for Cuba with the new Flag Series in the colours of the island of puros. Les Fines Lames have 

chosen to leave a raw and elegant chamfer which blends divinely with the colours of the Cuban flag.

Available in Light & Dark Finish

Le Petit Flag Series 
Cuba Dark
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Le Petit Compass Series
Take a trip to the most famous cigar regions with our Compass Series. With the 

combination of beautiful wood handles and finely engraved antique maps and coats 
of arms, these Le Petit stand for truly unique cigar cutters.

Nicaragua Acacia Dominican Republic Kingwood

Cuba Ziricote Cuba Padauk

Cuba Ebony Cuba Olive

Sm
oking Accessories
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Punch Bracelet
The only cigar accessory that will blend seamlessly into your life. Made in France 

using semi-precious gemstones, the Punch bracelet has a 7mm cigar punch made of 
316L surgical steel & is the only cigar cutter to pass airline security checks.

Available in Medium & Large sizes

Medium: 18cm/7.1 inches   Large: 20cm/7.9 inches

Steel 8mm Beads

Steel 10mm Beads

Black Onyx Matte Tiger Eye

Chrome Hematite

Black Onyx Lava Stone

Tiger Eye
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Racing Vintage Brown

Black

Burgundy

Tan

Le Petit Leather Cases Classic
Handmade in France, Le Petit Leather Cases are available in three colours to allow your  

customers to create their own perfect combination.

Le Petit Racing Leather Cases Premium 
Handmade in France with a ‘racing finish’ the leather is 

embossed to provide an elegant finish to complement the 
Brass and Carbon Le Petit Premium knives.

Racing Cherry Red Racing Petrol Blue

  NEW    NEW  

Sm
oking Accessories
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Find balance and simplicity with the Monad & Dyad by Les Fines Lames concrete ashtray lines. They are made 
of ultra high performance mortar, a designer material that allows playing with shapes, sensations and colours. 
An ode to the spirit of the cigar: the unity achieved between the individual and the product. Aligning soul and 
matter, inspired by philosophy and architecture. On the one hand, ancient metaphysics gives its name to the 

product. On the other, the Japanese Wabi Sabi aesthetics marries the humility of the chosen material.

Monad Single Cigar Ashtray 
Every Monad ashtray is unique, carefully crafted and handmade in Paris, France.

Blue GreenRed

Olive Green Yellow

Grey Anthracite

  NEW  

  NEW    NEW  

  NEW  
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Anthracite Grey

Dyad Double Cigar Ashtray 
Every Dyad ashtray is unique, carefully crafted and handmade in Paris, France.

  NEW  

Blue Red Green

Olive Green Yellow

  NEW    NEW    NEW  

  NEW  

Sm
oking Accessories
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Les Fines Lames Cigar Stand
The original Les Fines Lames cigar stand registered design.  

This elegant item comes with a leather case that is handmade in France.

Black Burgundy Tan

Les Fines Lames Special Order Series
A range of Punch Bracelets and Le Petit Cutters in eye catching designs and crafted from precious metals, these 

luxurious items are only available by pre order. Contact the Sales Office for full details

Cherry Red Petrol Blue

Le Petit Art Series Calavera Le Petit Gold Series Arabesque

  NEW    NEW  
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Tor Twin Bladed Cutters
Tor Twin Bladed Cigar Cutters are one of the most popular cigar cutters in the market.  

They are high quality at an affordable price. The nine different designs are each presented  
in an attractive display case.

150466
Black & Chrome

150467
Black & Gold Check

150465
Gold Check

150464
Chrome

150469
Chrome

150470
Grey Two Tone

150471
Satin & Chrome

150468
Chrome

150463
Black & White Check

Sm
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The Lotus name is tantamount with superior styling, high performance and value – backed by a 
lifetime warranty. The Lotus Group is one of the world’s leading manufacturers delivering a broad 

portfolio of high quality, innovative smoking accessories. Since 1991, starting in Dusseldorf, Germany, 
Lotus Group has been the “gold” standard in fit and finish, design and engineering of luxury lighters in 

the US. Built upon a reputation for safety, reliability and durability as their top priority, they are  
a favourite among smoking enthusiasts.

Black Matte

Condor Pipe Lighter 
90° Horizontal traditional flame 

Fold out tamper and shovel 
Single action ignition 

All metal housing 
Large flame adjuster 

Orion Lighter 
Twin pinpoint torch flame 

Single action, push button ignition 
Tinted fuel level window 

All metal housing 
Integrated 10mm cigar punch

Chrome Satin & Black Matte

Black & Chrome

Black Matte & Chrome Matte

Black Matte & Polished Red
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Black & Black Matte Chrome & Black Matte Red & Black Matte

Black Chrome Red

Black Chrome & Blue Gunmetal & 
Carbon Fibre

GT Lighter 
Twin pinpoint wind resistant 

torch flame
Unique car themed styling

Two, fold out cigar punches
Two-sided fuel level window

Large tyre shaped flame 
adjuster

Metal housing

GT Cutter 
70 Ring Gauge

Closed back design
Twin guillotine blades

Slot on bottom for easy cleaning
All metal construction

Monarch Lighter 
Quad wind resistant torch flames

Cigar rest cap
Fold out cigar punch

Tinted fuel level window
All metal housing

Free standing design
Lights to 12,000 feet

Sm
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Deception Carbon Fibre Cigar Cutter 
With carbon fibre accents 

62 ring gauge
Stainless steel blades 

Twin blade cutting action 
Contoured grip for greater comfort 

Limited lifetime warranty

Gold Carbon Fibre & Gold

Blue Starburst Red Starburst

White Starburst Black Starburst

 Chrome Carbon Fibre & Chrome

Deception Techni Colour Cigar Cutter
Coloured stainless steel blades  

62 ring gauge 
All over print  

Twin blade cutting action  
Contoured grip for greater comfort  

Limited lifetime warranty
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Chroma Gift Set 
Deception Techni Colour Cigar Cutter & Chroma Twin Torch Flame Lighter in a 

decorative gift box. Available in Black, Red, White & Blue

Deception Techni Colour Cigar Cutter
Coloured stainless steel blades

62 ring gauge
All over print

Twin blade cutting action
Contoured grip for greater comfort

Limited lifetime warranty

Chroma Lighter
Twin pinpoint wind resistant torch flames

Angled flame head
Fold out cigar punch
Single action ignition

Fuel level window
Large flame adjuster

All metal housing

10 Cigar Travel Humidor
Watertight, airtight, impact resistant construction 

Coin air release valve 
Built in carry strap 

Outside dimensions 8.625" W x 5" D x 2.625" H 
Holds 10 cigars 

5 Cigar Travel Humidor 
Watertight, airtight, impact resistant construction 

Coin air release valve 
Built in carry strap 
Outside dimensions 8.5" W x 4.75" D x 2" H 
Holds 5 cigars
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Puffer 
90° traditional horizontal flame 

Fold out pipe cleaning tools 
Built in tamper, reamer & scraper 

Single action ignition 
Soft grip 

Sold in an assorted colour 12-pack 
(Matte black & brushed chrome, matte blue & 

brushed chrome and matte brown & brushed chrome)

Governor   
90°traditional horizontal flame 
Removable tamper & reamer 
Single action ignition 
Sturdy metal housing 
Sold in an assorted colour 12 pack (Matte black, 
Brushed chrome, Brushed gunmetal and Burlwood 
& gunmetal) 

Falcon 
Single torch flame

Single action ignition
Fuel window

Metal housing
Lights to 8,000 feet

Sold in an assorted colour 18-pack
(black crackle, gunmetal satin & chrome satin)

Drone   
Twin wind resistant torch flames
Fold out cigar punch
Single action ignition
Fuel window
All metal housing
Engravable
Lights to 12,000 feet
Sold in an assorted colour 12-pack
(black crackle, gunmetal satin & chrome satin)
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Cyclone 
Triple wind resistant torch flames 
Clear fuel tank 
Large flame adjuster 
Competitively priced 
Sold in an assorted colour 18-pack 
(Charcoal and Clear) 

Hawk  
Triple wind-resistant torch flames 

Single action ignition Large fuel adjuster 
Clear fuel tank 

Sold in an assorted colour 18-pack 
(Blue, Charcoal, Red and Clear) 

Churchill 
Quad wind resistant torch flames

Fold out cigar punch
Fuel viewing window

Coloured flame
Large fuel tank

Sold in an assorted colour 12-pack
(metallic black & brushed gunmetal,

metallic silver & brushed gunmetal,
and metallic grey & brushed gunmetal)

Venom 2
Triple wind resistant torch flames
Clear fuel tank 
Large flame adjuster 
Sold in an assorted colour 18-pack 
(Charcoal and Clear) 

Stinger 
Quad wind resistant torch flames

Single action ignition
Retractable cigar punch
Clear fuel tank
Large flame adjuster
Lights to 12,000 feet
Sold in an assorted colour 18-pack
(Charcoal & Clear)
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Big Boy
Plastic & stainless steel 
Double action cutter 
Fits up to a 64 ring gauge 
Packaged in a 24-piece display

Big Daddy 
Plastic & stainless steel 

Double action cutter 
Giant 80 ring gauge 

The biggest cigar cutter available, cuts 
even the biggest cigars 

Packaged in an 18-piece display

Duet 
Two cigar cutters in one! 

Stainless steel guillotine cutter 
Integrated v-cut cutter 

Fits up to a 56 ring gauge cigar 
Packaged in a 24-piece display

Victory V 
Plastic & stainless steel 

Fits up to a 62 ring gauge 
Packaged in a 24-piece display

Little Bro
Plastic & stainless steel 
Double action cutter 
Fits up to a 60 ring gauge 
Closed back design 
Packaged in a 24-piece display 

Torpedo Cigar Punch
8mm cigar punch with push button action
Punch pushes out and locks into position
Punch self cleans with push of the red button
Key ring included
Lightweight metal and plastic construction
Packaged in a 24-piece display
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RazorCut
Razorsharp, precise and excellent ...

This completely new and innovative cigar tool is manufactured in Maniago, the capital of Italian  
master cutlery in northern Italy. Only the best 440A stainless steel is used to guarantee durability  

and sharpness for a lifetime.

The Smoking Moses RazorCut impresses with its unmistakeable design and the uniqueness of the 
combination of a hollow blade cutter and a movable razor blade. Due to the guideway of the razor 

blade, the knife not only moves from top to bottom, but and that’s the innovation the knife is also pushed 
forward at the same time. This creates a real cutting movement and the cigar is actually cut, not pressed. 

The result is an extremely clean and fine cut!

This Italian quality product is delivered in a high quality, handcrafted leather case made in Austria 
embossed with the Smoking Moses logo.

The Smoking Moses RazorCut was nominated for “Best Accessory” at the  
Cigar Journal Trophy Awards 2020 & 2021.

RazorCut Figaro

RazorCut Stainless Steel RazorCut Black

Sm
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Miquel y Costas are based in Spain and are the third largest manufacturer of rolling papers worldwide.  
 They have been producing quality papers since 1820. Smoking papers are a major brand in many countries 

throughout Europe and represent quality and value for the roll your own smoker. 

Tor are the exclusive supplier to the UK market and offer a wide selection from Regular to King size  
papers as well as filter tips.

Smoking King Size 
Blue, Deluxe, Master, Brown Unbleached, Organic, Thinnest, Thinnest Brown

Smoking Regular Size No. 8  
Green, Red, Brown Unbleached, Organic, Thinnest, Liquorice

Smoking Medium 1¼  
Brown Unbleached, Organic, Master, Thinnest



Rolling Papers
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Pure Hemp Unbleached 
Medium 1¼, King Size 

Pure Hemp 
Regular Size No. 8, Medium 1¼, King Size

Bob Marley 
Medium 1¼, King Size

Smoking Rolls 
Deluxe, Master, Brown Unbleached, Organic, Thinnest, Thinnest Brown

Smoking King Size & Filter Tips 
Blue & Filter Tips, Deluxe & Filter Tips, Brown & Filter Tips, Thinnest, Thinnest Brown Unbleached & Filter Tips 

Smoking Filter Tips 
Brown Unbleachd Medium 1¼, Classic Slim Filters,  Classic Slim Gummed Filters
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TORJET – the “jet flame, all weather” refillable windproof lighter with a retail price of only £1.10.  
 Since its launch in 2012, the ultra-reliable, jet flame Torjet has taken the low price, refillable, windproof 

market by storm – a must stock for any trader that retails tobacco products.

IDEAL FOR ALL WEATHER CONDITIONS

POWERFUL JET FLAME LIGHTER
A much stronger flame than traditional soft flame lighters

Product Contains 
Torjet Lighters 
Outer   25 lighters 
Case  24 outers
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Rizlajet

As part of the Rizla branding exercise of creating new Rizla smoking accessories by Imperial Brands, 
we were approached to develop a Rizla Jet, using our own popular Torjet as the inspiration.

Tor Imports are excited to introduce the NEW Rizla branded Jet Flame lighters. This high-quality 
windproof lighter comes fully decked with the iconic Rizla branding in 5 of their traditional colours in 

outers of 25.

Delivered in eye-catching shelf friendly packaging the Rizla Jet lighter has an adjustable flame, is 
refillable and is built with a copper core which delivers a consistent flame for the outdoor cigarillo  

and cigarette smoker.

Product Contains 
Rizla Jet Lighters 
Outer   25 lighters 
Case  24 outers



Tor Imports Ltd

The Old Quarry 
Caton Cross 
Ashburton 
Devon TQ13 7LH

t: +44 (0)1626 821990 
e: enquiries@tor-imports.co.uk 
www.tor-imports.co.uk

e: enquiries@charatan1863.co.uk 
www.charatan1863.co.uk

Registered in England. Registered Number 6382333

Member of  The Imported Tobacco Products Advisory Council

Member of the Premium Cigar Association

Member of Association of Independent Tobacco Specialists
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